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Introduction

I have done a considerable amount of speculative guesswork to identify what I have used to call
preferred extremals of Kähler action [1]. The problem is that the mathematical problem at hand
is extremely non-linear and that there is no existing mathematical literature. One must proceed by
trying to guess the general constraints on the preferred extremals which look physically and mathematically plausible. The hope is that this net of constraints could eventually chrystallize to Eureka!
Certainly the recent speculative picture involves also wrong guesses. The need to find explicit ansatz
for the deformations of known extremals based on some common principles has become pressing. The
following considerations represent an attempt to combine the existing information to achieve this.

1.1

What might be the common features of the deformations of known
extremals

The dream is to discover the deformations of all known extremals by guessing what is common to all
of them. One might hope that the following list summarizes at least some common features.
1.1.1

Effective three-dimensionality at the level of action

1. Holography realized as effective 3-dimensionality also at the level of action requires that it
reduces to 3-dimensional effective boundary terms. This is achieved if the contraction j α Aα
vanishes. This is true if j α vanishes or is light-like, or if it is proportional to instanton current
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in which case current conservation requires that CP2 projection of the space-time surface is
3-dimensional. The first two options for j have a realization for known extremals. The status
of the third option - proportionality to instanton current - has remained unclear.
2. As I started to work again with the problem, I realized that instanton current could be replaced
with a more general current j = ∗B ∧ J or concretely: j α = αβγδ Bβ Jγδ , where B is vector
field and CP2 projection is 3-dimensional, which it must be in any case. The contractions of j
appearing in field equations vanish automatically with this ansatz.
3. Almost topological QFT property in turn requires the reduction of effective boundary terms to
Chern-Simons terms: this is achieved by boundary conditions expressing weak form of electric
magnetic duality. If one generalizes the weak form of electric magnetic duality to J = Φ ∗ J one
has B = dΦ and j has a vanishing divergence for 3-D CP2 projection. This is clearly a more
general solution ansatz than the one based on proportionality of j with instanton current and
would reduce the field equations in concise notation to T r(T H k ) = 0.
4. Any of the alternative properties of the Kähler current implies that the field equations reduce
to T r(T H k ) = 0, where T and H k are shorthands for Maxwellian energy momentum tensor and
second fundamental form and the product of tensors is obvious generalization of matrix product
involving index contraction.
1.1.2

Could Einstein’s equations emerge dynamically?

For j α satisfying one of the three conditions, the field equations have the same form as the equations
for minimal surfaces except that the metric g is replaced with Maxwell energy momentum tensor T .
1. This raises the question about dynamical generation of small cosmological constant Λ: T = Λg
would reduce equations to those for minimal surfaces. For T = Λg modified gamma matrices
would reduce to induced gamma matrices and the modified Dirac operator would be proportional
to ordinary Dirac operator defined by the induced gamma matrices. One can also consider weak
form for T = Λg obtained by restricting the consideration to sub-space of tangent space so that
space-time surface is only ”partially” minimal surface but this option is not so elegant although
necessary for other than CP2 type vacuum extremals.
2. What is remarkable is that T = Λg implies that the divergence of T which in the general case
equals to j β Jβα vanishes. This is guaranteed by one of the conditions for the Kähler current. Since
also Einstein tensor has a vanishing divergence, one can ask whether the condition to T = κG+Λg
could the general condition. This would give Einstein’s equations with cosmological term besides
the generalization of the minimal surface equations. GRT would emerge dynamically from the
non-linear Maxwell’s theory although in slightly different sense as conjectured [2]! Note that
the expression for G involves also second derivatives of the imbedding space coordinates so that
actually a partial differential equation is in question. If field equations reduce to purely algebraic
ones, as the basic conjecture states, it is possible to have T r(GH k ) = 0 and T r(gH k ) = 0
separately so that also minimal surface equations would hold true.
What is amusing that the first guess for the action of TGD was curvature scalar. It gave
analogs of Einstein’s equations as a definition of conserved four-momentum currents. The recent
proposal would give the analog of ordinary Einstein equations as a dynamical constraint relating
Maxwellian energy momentum tensor to Einstein tensor and metric.
3. Minimal surface property is physically extremely nice since field equations can be interpreted
as a non-linear generalization of massless wave equation: something very natural for non-linear
variant of Maxwell action. The theory would be also very ”stringy” although the fundamental
action would not be space-time volume. This can however hold true only for Euclidian signature.
Note that for CP2 type vacuum extremals Einstein tensor is proportional to metric so that for
them the two options are equivalent. For their small deformations situation changes and it might
happen that the presence of G is necessary. The GRT limit of TGD discussed in [2] [1] indeed
suggests that CP2 type solutions satisfy Einstein’s equations with large cosmological constant
and that the small observed value of the cosmological constant is due to averaging and small
volume fraction of regions of Euclidian signature (lines of generalized Feynman diagrams).
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4. For massless extremals and their deformations T = Λg cannot hold true. The reason is that for
massless extremals energy momentum tensor has component T vv which actually quite essential
k
for field equations since one has Hvv
= 0. Hence for massless extremals and their deformations
T = Λg cannot hold true if the induced metric has Hamilton-Jacobi structure meaning that g uu
and g vv vanish. A more general relationship of form T = κG + ΛG can however be consistent
with non-vanishing T vv but require that deformation has at most 3-D CP2 projection (CP2
coordinates do not depend on v).
5. The non-determinism of vacuum extremals suggest for their non-vacuum deformations a conflict
with the conservation laws. In, also massless extremals are characterized by a non-determinism
with respect to the light-like coordinate but like-likeness saves the situation. This suggests
that the transformation of a properly chosen time coordinate of vacuum extremal to a light-like
coordinate in the induced metric combined with Einstein’s equations in the induced metric of
the deformation could allow to handle the non-determinism.
1.1.3

Are complex structure of CP2 and Hamilton-Jacobi structure of M 4 respected by
the deformations?

The complex structure of CP2 and Hamilton-Jacobi structure of M 4 could be central for the understanding of the preferred extremal property algebraically.
1. There are reasons to believe that the Hermitian structure of the induced metric ((1,1) structure
in complex coordinates) for the deformations of CP2 type vacuum extremals could be crucial
property of the preferred extremals. Also the presence of light-like direction is also an essential
elements and 3-dimensionality of M 4 projection could be essential. Hence a good guess is that
allowed deformations of CP2 type vacuum extremals are such that (2,0) and (0,2) components the
induced metric and/or of the energy momentum tensor vanish. This gives rise to the conditions
implying Virasoro conditions in string models in quantization:

gξi ξj = 0 ,

gξi ξj = 0 , i, j = 1, 2 .

(1.1)

Holomorphisms of CP2 preserve the complex structure and Virasoro conditions are expected to
generalize to 4-dimensional conditions involving two complex coordinates. This means that the
generators have two integer valued indices but otherwise obey an algebra very similar to the
Virasoro algebra. Also the super-conformal variant of this algebra is expected to make sense.
These Virasoro conditions apply in the coordinate space for CP2 type vacuum extremals. One
expects similar conditions hold true also in field space, that is for M 4 coordinates.
2. The integrable decomposition M 4 (m) = M 2 (m)+E 2 (m) of M 4 tangent space to longitudinal and
transversal parts (non-physical and physical polarizations) - Hamilton-Jacobi structure- could
be a very general property of preferred extremals and very natural since non-linear Maxwellian
electrodynamics is in question. This decomposition led rather early to the introduction of the
analog of complex structure in terms of what I called Hamilton-Jacobi coordinates (u, v, w, w)
for M 4 . (u, v) defines a pair of light-like coordinates for the local longitudinal space M 2 (m) and
(w, w) complex coordinates for E 2 (m). The metric would not contain any cross terms between
M 2 (m) and E 2 (m): guw = gvw = guw = gvw = 0.
A good guess is that the deformations of massless extremals respect this structure. This condition gives rise to the analog of the constraints leading to Virasoro conditions stating the
vanishing of the non-allowed components of the induced metric. guu = gvv = gww = gww =
guw = gvw = guw = gvw = 0. Again the generators of the algebra would involve two integers
and the structure is that of Virasoro algebra and also generalization to super algebra is expected
to make sense. The moduli space of Hamilton-Jacobi structures would be part of the moduli
space of the preferred extremals and analogous to the space of all possible choices of complex
coordinates. The analogs of infinitesimal holomorphic transformations would preserve the modular parameters and give rise to a 4-dimensional Minkowskian analog of Virasoro algebra. The
conformal algebra acting on CP2 coordinates acts in field degrees of freedom for Minkowskian
signature.

2. Small deformations of various extremals
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Field equations as purely algebraic conditions

If the proposed picture is correct, field equations would reduce basically to purely algebraically conditions stating that the Maxwellian energy momentum tensor has no common index pairs with the
second fundamental form. For the deformations of CP2 type vacuum extremals T is a complex tensor
of type (1,1) and second fundamental form H k a tensor of type (2,0) and (0,2) so that T r(T H k ) =
is true. This requires that second light-like coordinate of M 4 is constant so that the M 4 projection
is 3-dimensional. For Minkowskian signature of the induced metric Hamilton-Jacobi structure replaces conformal structure. Here the dependence of CP2 coordinates on second light-like coordinate
of M 2 (m) only plays a fundamental role. Note that now T vv is non-vanishing (and light-like). This
picture generalizes to the deformations of cosmic strings and even to the case of vacuum extremals.

2

Small deformations of various extremals

In the following this list of ideas will be applied to an attempt to say something interesting about the
deformations of known extremals.

2.1

What small deformations of CP2 type vacuum extremals could be?

I was led to these arguments when I tried find preferred extremals of Kähler action, which would have
4-D CP2 and M 4 projections - the Maxwell phase analogous to the solutions of Maxwell’s equations
that I conjectured long time ago. It however turned out that the dimensions of the projections
can be (DM 4 ≤ 3, DCP2 = 4) or (DM 4 = 4, DCP2 ≤ 3). What happens is essentially breakdown
of linear superposition so that locally one can have superposition of modes which have 4-D wave
vectors in the same direction. This is actually very much like quantization of radiation field to
photons now represented as separate space-time sheets and one can say that Maxwellian superposition
corresponds to union of separate photonic space-time sheets in TGD. In the following I shall restrict
the consideeration to the deformations of CP2 type vacuum extremals.
2.1.1

Solution ansatz

I proceed by the following arguments to the ansatz.
1. Effective 3-dimensionality for action (holography) requires that action decomposes to vanishing
j α Aα term + total divergence giving 3-D ”boundary” terms. The first term certainly vanishes
(giving effective 3-dimensionality) for
Dβ J αβ = j α = 0 .
Empty space Maxwell equations, something extremely natural. Also for the proposed GRT limit
these equations are true.
2. How to obtain empty space Maxwell equations j α = 0? The answer is simple: assume self
duality or its slight modification:
J = ∗J
holding for CP2 type vacuum extremals or a more general condition
J =k∗J ,
In the simplest situation k is some constant not far from unity. * is Hodge dual involving 4D permutation symbol. k = constant requires that the determinant of the induced metric is
apart from constant equal to that of CP2 metric. It does not require that the induced metric
is proportional to the CP2 metric, which is not possible since M 4 contribution to metric has
Minkowskian signature and cannot be therefore proportional to CP2 metric.
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One can consider also a more general situation in which k is scalar function as a generalization
of the weak electric-magnetic duality. In this case the Kähler current is non-vanishing but
divergenceless. This also guarantees the reduction to T r(T H k ) = 0. In this case however the
proportionality of the metric determinant to that for CP2 metric is not needed. This solution
ansatz becomes therefore more general.
3. Field equations reduce with these assumptions to equations differing from minimal surfaces equations only in that metric g is replaced by Maxwellian energy momentum tensor T . Schematically:
T r(T H k ) = 0 ,
where T is the Maxwellian energy momentum tensor and H k is the second fundamental form asymmetric 2-tensor defined by covariant derivative of gradients of imbedding space coordinates.
2.1.2

How to satisfy the condition T r(T H k ) = 0?

It would be nice to have minimal surface equations since they are the non-linear generalization of
massless wave equations. It would be also nice to have the vanishing of the terms involving Kähler
current in field equations as a consequence of this condition. Indeed, T = κG + Λg implies this. In
the case of CP2 vacuum extremals one cannot distinguish between these options since CP2 itself is
constant curvature space with G ∝ g. Furthermore, if G and g have similar tensor structure the
algebraic field equations for G and g are satisfied separately so that one obtains minimal surface
property also now. In the following minimal surface option is considered.
1. The first opton is achieved if one has
T = Λg .
Maxwell energy momentum tensor would be proportional to the metric! One would have dynamically generated cosmological constant! This begins to look really interesting since it appeared
also at the proposed GRT limit of TGD [1]. Note that here also non-constant value of Λ can be
considered and would correspond to a situation in which k is scalar function: in this case the
the determinant condition can be dropped and one obtains just the minimal surface equations.
2. Very schematically and forgetting indices and being sloppy with signs, the expression for T reads
as
T = JJ − g/4T r(JJ) .
Note that the product of tensors is obtained by generalizing matrix product. This should be
proportional to metric.
Self duality implies that T r(JJ) is just the instanton density and does not depend on metric
and is constant.
For CP2 type vacuum extremals one obtains
T = −g + g = 0 .
Cosmological constant would vanish in this case.
3. Could it happen that for deformations a small value of cosmological constant is generated?
The condition would reduce to
JJ = (Λ − 1)g .
Λ must relate to the value of parameter k appearing in the generalized self-duality condition.
For the most general ansatz Λ would not be constant anymore.
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This would generalize the defining condition for Kähler form
JJ = −g (i2 = −1 geometrically)
stating that the square of Kähler form is the negative of metric. The only modification would
be that index raising is carried out by using the induced metric containing also M 4 contribution
rather than CP2 metric.
4. Explicitly:
Jαµ J µβ = (Λ − 1)gαβ .
Cosmological constant would measure the breaking of Kähler structure. By writing g = s+m and
defining index raising of tensors using CP2 metric and their product accordingly, this condition
can be also written as
Jm = (Λ − 1)mJ .
If the parameter k is constant, the determinant of the induced metric must be proportional to the
CP2 metric. If k is scalar function, this condition can be dropped. Cosmological constant would not
be constant anymore but the dependence on k would drop out from the field equations and one would
hope of obtaining minimal surface equations also now. It however seems that the dimension of M 4
projection cannot be four. For 4-D M 4 projection the contribution of the M 2 part of the M 4 metric
gives a non-holomorphic contribution to CP2 metric and this spoils the field equations.
For T = κG+Λg option the value of the cosmological constant is large - just as it is for the proposed
GRT limit of TGD [2] [1]. The interpretation in this case is that the average value of cosmological
constant is small since the portion of space-time volume containing generalized Feynman diagrams is
very small.
2.1.3

More detailed ansatz for the deformations of CP2 type vacuum extremals

One can develop the ansatz to a more detailed form. The most obvious guess is that the induced metric
is apart from constant conformal factor the metric of CP2 . This would guarantee self-duality apart
from constant factor and j α = 0. Metric would be in complex CP2 coordinates tensor of type (1,1)
whereas CP2 Riemann connection would have only purely holomorphic or anti-holomorphic indices.
Therefore CP2 contributions in T r(T H k ) would vanish identically. M 4 degrees of freedom however
bring in difficulty. The M 4 contribution to the induced metric should be proportional to CP2 metric
and this is impossible due to the different signatures. The M 4 contribution to the induced metric
breaks its Kähler property but would preserve Hermitian structure.
A more realistic guess based on the attempt to construct deformations of CP2 type vacuum extremals is following.
1. Physical intuition suggests that M 4 coordinates can be chosen so that one has integrable decomposition to longitudinal degrees of freedom parametrized by two light-like coordinates u and
v and to transversal polarization degrees of freedom parametrized by complex coordinate w and
its conjugate. M 4 metric would reduce in these coordinates to a direct sum of longitudinal and
transverse parts. I have called these coordinates Hamilton Jacobi coordinates.
2. w would be holomorphic function of CP2 coordinates and therefore satisfy massless wave equation. This would give hopes about rather general solution ansatz. u and v cannot be holomorphic
functions of CP2 coordinates. Unless wither u or v is constant, the induced metric would receive
contributions of type (2,0) and (0,2) coming from u and v which would break Kähler structure
and complex structure. These contributions would give no-vanishing contribution to all minimal
surface equations. Therefore either u or v is constant: the coordinate line for non-constant
coordinate -say u- would be analogous to the M 4 projection of CP2 type vacuum extremal.
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3. With these assumptions the induced metric would remain (1, 1) tensor and one might hope
that T r(T H k ) contractions vanishes for all variables except u because the there are no common index pairs (this if non-vanishing Christoffel symbols for H involve only holomorphic or
anti-holomorphic indices in CP2 coordinates). For u one would obtain massless wave equation
expressing the minimal surface property.
4. If the value of k is constant the determinant of the induced metric must be proportional to the
determinant of CP2 metric. The induced metric would contain only the contribution from the
transversal degrees of freedom besides CP2 contribution. Minkowski contribution has however
rank 2 as CP2 tensor and cannot be proportional to CP2 metric. It is however enough that
its determinant is proportional to the determinant of CP2 metric with constant proportionality coefficient. This condition gives an additional non-linear condition to the solution. One
would have wave equation for u (also w and its conjugate satisfy massless wave equation) and
determinant condition as an additional condition.
The determinant condition reduces by the linearity of determinant with respect to its rows to
sum of conditions involved 0,1,2 rows replaced by the transversal M 4 contribution to metric
given if M 4 metric decomposes to direct sum of longitudinal and transversal parts. Derivatives
with respect to derivative with respect to particular CP2 complex coordinate appear linearly in
this expression they can depend on u via the dependence of transversal metric components on
u. The challenge is to show that this equation has (or does not have) non-trivial solutions.
5. If the value of k is scalar function the situation changes and one has only the minimal surface
equations and Virasoro conditions.
What makes the ansatz attractive is that special solutions of Maxwell empty space equations are
in question, equations reduces to non-linear generalizations of Euclidian massless wave equations, and
possibly space-time dependent cosmological constant pops up dynamically. These properties are true
also for the GRT limit of TGD [1].

2.2

Hamilton-Jacobi conditions in Minkowskian signature

The maximally optimistic guess is that the basic properties of the deformations of CP2 type vacuum
extremals generalize to the deformations of other known extremals such as massless extremals, vacuum
extremals with 2-D CP2 projection which is Lagrangian manifold, and cosmic strings characterized
by Minkowskian signature of the induced metric. These properties would be following.
1. The recomposition of M 4 tangent space to longitudinal and transversal parts giving HamiltonJacobi structure. The longitudinal part has hypercomplex structure but the second light-like
coordinate is constant: this plays a crucial role in guaranteeing the vanishing of contractions
in T r(T H k ). It is the algebraic properties of g and T which are crucial. T can however have
light-like component T vv . For the deformations of CP2 type vacuum extremals (1, 1) structure
is enough and is guaranteed if second light-like coordinate of M 4 is constant whereas w is
holomorphic function of CP2 coordinates.
2. What could happen in the case of massless extremals? Now one has 2-D CP2 projection in the
initial situation and CP2 coordinates depend on light-like coordinate u and single real transversal
coordinate. The generalization would be obvious: dependence on single light-like coordinate
u and holomorphic dependence on w for complex CP2 coordinates. The constraint is T =
Λg cannot hold true since T vv is non-vanishing (and light-like). This property restricted to
transversal degrees of freedom could reduce the field equations to minimal surface equations
in transversal degrees of freedom. The transversal part of energy momentum tensor would be
proportional to metric and hence covariantly constant. Gauge current would remain light-like
but would not be given by j = ∗dφ ∧ J. T = κG + Λg seems to define the attractive option.
It therefore seems that the essential ingredient could be the condition
T = κG + λg ,

2.3
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which has structure (1,1) in both M 2 (m) and E 2 (m) degrees of freedom apart from the presence of
T vv component with deformations having no dependence on v. If the second fundamental form has
(2,0)+(0,2) structure, the minimal surface equations are satisfied provided Kähler current satisfies on
of the proposed three conditions and if G and g have similar tensor structure.
One can actually pose the conditions of metric as complete analogs of stringy constraints leading
to Virasoro conditions in quantization to give

guu = 0 ,

gvv = 0 ,

gww = 0 ,

gww = 0 .

(2.1)

This brings in mind the generalization of Virasoro algebra to four-dimensional algebra for which an
identification in terms of non-local Yangian symmetry has been proposed [3]. The number of conditions
is four and the same as the number of independent field equations. One can consider similar conditions
also for the energy momentum tensor T but allowing non-vanishing component T vv if deformations
has no v-dependence. This would solve the field equations if the gauge current vanishes or is lightlike. On this case the number of equations is 8. First order differential equations are in question and
they can be also interpreted as conditions fixing the coordinates used since there is infinite number of
manners to choose the Hamilton-Jacobi coordinates.
One can can try to apply the physical intuition about general solutions of field equations in the
linear case by writing the solution as a superposition of left and right propagating solutions:
k
k
ξ k = f+
(u, w) + f+
(v, w) .

(2.2)

This could guarantee that second fundamental form is of form (2,0)+(0,2) in both M 2 and E 2 part
of the tangent space and these terms if T r(T H k ) vanish identically. The remaining terms involve
contractions of T uw , T uw and T vw , T vw with second fundamental form. Also these terms should sum
k
k
and f−
up to zero or vanish separately. Second fundamental form has components coming from f+
Second fundamental form H k has as basic building bricks terms Ĥ k given by
k
Ĥαβ

=

∂α ∂β hk +

k
l m



∂α hl ∂β hm .

(2.3)

k
. The terms containing
For the proposed ansatz the first terms give vanishing contribution to Huv
k
k
as in
Christoffel symbols however give a non-vanishing contribution and one can allow only f+
or f−
the case of massless extremals. This reduces the dimension of CP2 projection to D = 3.
What about the condition for Kähler current? Kähler form has components of type Jww whose
contravariant counterpart gives rise to space-like current component. Juw and Juw give rise to lightlike currents components. The condition would state that the J ww is covariantly constant. Solutions
would be characterized by a constant Kähler magnetic field. Also electric field is represent. The
interpretation both radiation and magnetic flux tube makes sense.

2.3

Deformations of cosmic strings

In the physical applications it has been assumed that the thickening of cosmic strings to Kähler
magnetic flux tubes takes place. One indeed expects that the proposed construction generalizes also
to the case of cosmic strings having the decomposition X 4 = X 2 × Y 2 ⊂ M 4 × CP2 , where X 2 is
minimal surface and Y 2 a complex homologically non-trivial sub-manifold of CP2 . Now the starting
2
point structure is Hamilton-Jacobi structure for Mm
× Y 2 defining the coordinate space.
1. The deformation should increase the dimension of either CP2 or M 4 projection or both. How this
thickening could take place? What comes in mind that the string orbits X 2 can be interpreted
as a distribution of longitudinal spaces M 2 (x) so that for the deformation w coordinate becomes
a holomorphic function of the natural Y 2 complex coordinate so that M 4 projection becomes
4-D but CP2 projection remains 2-D. The new contribution to the X 2 part of the induced metric
is vanishing and the contribution to the Y 2 part is of type (1, 1) and the the ansatz T = κG + Λg
might be needed as a generalization of the minimal surface equations The ratio of κ and G would
be determined from the form of the Maxwellian energy momentum tensor and be fixed at the
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limit of undeformed cosmic strong to T = (ag(Y 2 ) − bg(Y 2 ). The value of cosmological constant
is now large, and overall consistency suggests that T = κG + Λg is the correct option also for
the CP2 type vacuum extremals.
2. One could also imagine that remaining CP2 coordinates could depend on the complex coordinate
of Y 2 so that also CP2 projection would become 4-dimensional. The induced metric would receive
holomorphic contributions in Y 2 part. As a matter fact, this option is already implied by the
assumption that Y 2 is a complex surface of CP2 .

2.4

Deformations of vacuum extremals?

What about the deformations of vacuum extremals representable as maps from M 4 to CP2 ?
1. The basic challenge is the non-determinism of the vacuum extremals. One should perform the
deformation so that conservation laws are satisfied. For massless extremals there is also nondeterminism but it is associated with the light-like coordinate so that there are no problems with
the conservation laws. This would suggest that a properly chosen time coordinate consistent
with Hamilton-Jacobi decomposition becomes light-like coordinate in the induced metric. This
poses a conditions on the induced metric.
2. Physical intuition suggests that one cannot require T = Λg since this would mean that the rank
of T is maximal whereas the original situation corresponds to the vanishing of T . For small
deformations rank two for T looks more natural and one could think that T is proportional to a
projection of metric to a 2-D subspace. The vision about the long length scale limit of TGD is
that Einstein’s equations are satisfied and this would suggest T = kG or T = κG+Λg. The rank
of T could be smaller than four for this ansatz and this conditions binds together the values of
κ and G.
3. These extremals have CP2 projection which in the generic case is 2-D Lagrangian sub-manifold
Y 2 . Again one could assume Hamilton-Jacobi coordinates for X 4 . For CP2 one could assume
Darboux coordinates (Pi , Qi ), i = 1, 2, in which one has A = Pi dQi , and that Y 2 ⊂ CP2
corresponds to Qi = constant. In principle Pi would depend on arbitrary manner on M 4
coordinates. It might be more convenient to use as coordinates (u, v) for M 2 and (P1 , P2 ) for
Y 2 . This covers also the situation when M 4 projection is not 4-D. By its 2-dimensionality Y 2
allows always a complex structure defined by its induced metric: this complex structure is not
consistent with the complex structure of CP2 (Y 2 is not complex sub-manifold).
Using Hamilton-Jacobi coordinates the pre-image of a given point of Y 2 is a 2-dimensional submanifold X 2 of X 4 and defines also 2-D sub-manifold of M 4 . The following picture suggests itself.
The projection of X 2 to M 4 can be seen for a suitable choice of Hamilton-Jacobi coordinates
as an analog of Lagrangian sub-manifold in M 4 that is as surface for which v and Im(w) vary
and u and Re(w) are constant. X 2 would be obtained by allowing u and Re(w) to vary: as a
matter fact, (P1 , P2 ) and (u, Re(w)) would be related to each other. The induced metric should
be consistent with this picture. This would requires guRe(w) = 0.
For the deformations Q1 and Q2 would become non-constant and they should depend on the
second light-like coordinate v only so that only guu and guw and guw gww and gww receive
contributions which vanish. This would give rise to the analogs of Virasoro conditions guaranteeing that T is a tensor of form (1, 1) in both M 2 and E 2 indices and that there are no cross
components in the induced metric. A more general formulation states that energy momentum
tensor satisfies these conditions. The conditions on T might be equivalent with the conditions
for g and G separately.
4. Einstein’s equations provide an attractive manner to achieve the vanishing of effective 3-dimensionality
of the action. Einstein equations would be second order differential equations and the idea that
a deformation of vacuum extremal is in question suggests that the dynamics associated with
them is in directions transversal to Y 2 so that only the deformation is dictated partially by
Einstein’s equations.
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5. Lagrangian manifolds do not involve complex structure in any obvious manner. One could
however ask whether the deformations could involve complex structure in a natural manner in
CP2 degrees of freedom so that the vanishing of gww would be guaranteed by holomorphy of
CP2 complex coordinate as function of w.
One should get the complex structure in some natural manner: in other words, the complex
structure should relate to the geometry of CP2 somehow. The complex coordinate defined by
say z = P1 + iQ1 for the deformation suggests itself. This would suggest that at the limit when
one puts Q1 = 0 one obtains P1 = P1 (Re(w)) for the vacuum extremals and the deformation
could be seen as an analytic continuation of real function to region of complex plane. This is
in spirit with the algebraic approach. The vanishing of Kähler current requires that the Kähler
magnetic field is covariantly constant: Dz J zz = 0 and Dz J zz = 0 .
6. One could consider the possibility that the resulting 3-D sub-manifold of CP2 can be regarded
as contact manifold with induced Kähler form non-vanishing in 2-D section with natural complex coordinates. The third coordinate variable- call it s- of the contact manifold and second
coordinate of its transversal section would depend on time space-time coordinates for vacuum
extremals. The coordinate associated with the transversal section would be continued to a
complex coordinate which is holomorphic function of w and u.
7. The resulting thickened magnetic flux tubes could be seen as another representation of Kähler
magnetic flux tubes: at this time as deformations of vacuum flux tubes rather than cosmic
strings. For this ansatz it is however difficult to imagine deformations carrying Kähler electric
field.

3

About the interpretation of the generalized conformal algebras

The long-standing challenge has been finding of the direct connection between the super-conformal
symmetries assumed in the construction of the geometry of the ”world of classical worlds” (WCW)
and possible conformal symmetries of field equations. 4-dimensionality and Minkowskian signature
have been the basic problems. The recent construction provides new insights to this problem.
1. In the case of string models the quantization of the Fourier coefficients of coordinate variables
of the target space gives rise to Kac-Moody type algebra and Virasoro algebra generators are
quadratic in these. Also now Kac-Moody type algebra is expected. If one were to perform a
quantization of the coefficients in Laurents series for complex CP2 coordinates, one would obtain interpretation in terms of su(3) = u(2) + t decomposition, where t corresponds to CP3 : the
oscillator operators would correspond to generators in t and their commutator would give generators in u(2). SU(3)/SU(2) coset representation for Kac-Moody algebra would be in question.
Kac-Moody algebra would be associated with the generators in both M 4 and CP2 degrees of
freedom. This kind of Kac-Moody algebra appears in quantum TGD.
2. The constraints on induced metric imply a very close resemblance with string models and a
generalization of Virasoro algebra emerges. An interesting question is how the two algebras
acting on coordinate and field degrees of freedom relate to the super-conformal algebras defined
4
by the symplectic group of δM+
× CP2 acting on space-like 3-surfaces at boundaries of CD and
to the Kac-Moody algebras acting on light-like 3-surfaces. It has been conjectured that these
algebras allow a continuation to the interior of space-time surface made possible by its slicing
by 2-surfaces parametrized by 2-surfaces. The proposed construction indeed provides this kind
of slicings in both M 4 and CP2 factor.
3. In the recent case, the algebras defined by the Fourier coefficients of field variables would be
Kac-Moody algebras. Virasoro algebra acting on preferred coordinates would be expressed in
terms of the Kac-Moody algebra in the standard Sugawara construction applied in string models.
The algebra acting on field space would be analogous to the conformal algebra assignable to the
symplectic algebra so that also symplectic algebra is present. Stringy pragmatist could imagine
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quantization of symplectic algebra by replacing CP2 coordinates in the expressions of Hamiltonians with oscillator operators. This description would be counterpart for the construction of
spinor harmonics in WCW and might provide some useful insights.
4. For given type of space-time surface either CP2 or M 4 corresponds to Kac-Moody algebra but
not both. From the point of view of quantum TGD it looks as that something were missing.
An analogous problem was encountered at GRT limit of TGD [1]. When Euclidian space-time
regions are allowed Einstein-Maxwell action is able to mimic standard model with a surprising
accuracy but there is a problem: one obtains either color charges or M 4 charges but not both.
Perhaps it is not enough to consider either CP2 type vacuum extremal or its exterior but both to
describe particle: this would give the direct product of the Minkowskian and Euclidian algebras
acting on tensor product. This does not however seem to be consistent with the idea that the
two descriptions are duality related (the analog of T-duality).
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